2 Billion trees are cut down every year.

Accelerating climate change.

We make wood without cutting a single tree.
We stop burning agri-residues

To turn them into wood panels

To be used in furniture & construction applications
How it works

Our Products

Complies with European standard EN 312

Board size: 2.44 x 1.22 m
**Every ton of agri-residue equals**

Three saved trees

500 cubic metres of CO2 avoided.

6 decent jobs

20 furniture units produced (1 m³ of PB).
The Market

- **USD 1B, 60% Imports**
- **USD 550 M, 85% Imports**
- **USD 200M, 70% Annual growth, 75% Imported**
- **10% Market Share by 2025**
Why choose us?

Kronospan

10$ /board

Less Sustainable

High Quality

Agrona

7.5$ /board

More Sustainable

Low Quality
Traction

3,500 Boards Produced

15 Customers

Partnerships across Africa/Europe

21 jobs in rural areas

40k USD in Revenue

600k USD in pipelines

475 Saved Trees
Team

Mohamed Kafafy
CEO, M.Sc. in Composite Materials

Hisham Sobhy
COO, MBA in Entrepreneurship, AAST

Ismael Jamal
Business Development Mgr, Business Developer of 2 Startups ($1M Annual Revenue)

Yasmin Allam
R&D Manager, M.Sc. Energy Engineering, TU Berlin
Corporate Governance

Chairman / CEO
Mohamad Kafafy

Independent
Hisham Sobhy

Independent
Mahmoud Hosny

Investor Representation
(Flat6labs)

Investor Representation
(Innoventures)

Legal Documentation

Shareholder agreement ✓
Accountant in place ✓
Compliance questionnaires & procedures ✓
Operating manual ✓
Board member role & responsibilities agreement ✓
Sustainable Materials.
Sustainable Future.